Functional analysis of the factor IX epidermal growth factor-like domain mutation Ile66Thr associated with mild hemophilia B.
The present study focused on the functional role of the mutation Ile66Thr located in the N-terminal epidermal growth factor-like domain of coagulation factor IX (FIX). This mutation causes mild hemophilia B with approximately 25% FIX coagulant activity and FIX antigen levels of around 90% of normal. In the 3-dimensional structure of porcine FIXa and in the subsequent 3-dimensional model of human FIXa that we have previously developed, residue 66 is exposed to the solvent and can be replaced by many amino acids, including Thr, without affecting the major folding/stability of the molecule. This is consistent with the basically normal antigen levels observed. We found that the FIX Ile66Thr mutant was activated to a normal extent by FVIIa/TF and FXIa. However, the ability of FIX Ile66Thr to activate FX was impaired in both the presence and absence of FVIIIa, indicating that Ile66 is not directly involved in the binding of FIX to FVIIIa.